
Early on Thursday afternoon the ECB released its first monetary policy statement of
the year, with a 50 basis point rate hike having been well communicated to markets
over previous weeks and months. This increase brings the central bank's Deposit
Rate to 2.50%, Main Refinancing Rate to 3.00%, and Marginal Lending Rate to 3.25%.
It is also worth noting that the ECB confirmed its December decision that the Asset
Purchase Programme (APP) portfolio will decline by €15b per month on average from
the beginning of March until the end of June 2023.
Importantly, Christine Lagarde and other policymakers at the ECB seem to have
already decided on another 50bp increase for their next meeting on March 16th, and
will then reevaluate the overall situation ahead of their following meeting in May.
Similar to the Fed on Wednesday evening, there were no updates to the bank's
economic or interest rate projections - these only come at every second meeting and
will of course be closely scrutinized in March. While we got no new forecasts
yesterday, the ECB did however acknowledge that the Eurozone economy has proven
to be more resilient then was expected and should recover over the coming
quarters. 
Given the prospect of sharply falling headline inflation throughout this year, markets
now see the ECB moving to an easing path by the end of the year, with close to a
25bp rate cut priced in by December and 75bp more in cuts priced for next year.
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Market Moves

Equities: European stock markets are lower at the time of writing on
Friday morning, undoing some of the strong gains seen after the ECB
and BOE releases yesterday. The main indices on the continent are
currently between 0.5% to 0.8% weaker, while Britain's FTSE100 is
0.15% higher.
Futures in the States are also moving slightly lower this morning
ahead of their 2:30pm opening bell. The previously beaten-down
Nasdaq registered a noteworthy 3.25% gain on Thursday, as
investors continued to bet that US interest rates are almost at their
peak. This sentiment also helped push the VIX down to $17
yesterday.
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Other markets: Currencies have been mixed, as was mostly
expected in a week with three separate large central bank releases.
EUR/USD is stable at 1.09 this morning, after seeing choppy trade
over the past 24+ hours. Bond yields in both the Eurozone and UK
markets fell sharply yesterday, before bouncing somewhat on Friday.
German 10yr is currently at 2.14%, UK 10yr at 3.08%.

Looking ahead: The highlight of the day will likely come from the US jobs
data, due out at 1:30pm Irish time. In terms of the Non-Farm Payrolls
figure, the US is expected to have added roughly 190k jobs last month -
this would equate to its weakest monthly jobs gain since January 2021, but
the US has still seen an astonishing 24 consecutive months of job gains
which clearly signifies a very strong labour market. 
The region's Unemployment Rate is forecast to come in at 3.6% for the
month of January, up marginally from the prior 3.5%. Later in the afternoon
we will also get a Services PMI release from the States, after data earlier
this week showed a further contraction in its Manufacturing sector.
Later today we will see Q4 numbers from Aon, Regeneron, Cigna Corp,
Ubiquiti, and a range of smaller companies. 
These will be followed by a slightly quieter earnings calendar next week:
including results from BP, SSE, Smurfit Kappa, Compass Group, EasyJet,
AstraZeneca, Unilever, Activision Blizzard, Linde, KKR, Chipotle, Toyota,
Disney, CVS Health, Equinor, PepsiCo, AbbVie, TotalEnergies, PayPal, Philip
Morris, Enbridge, Honda, and British American Tobacco.

Apple (the world's largest company with a market cap of $2.39tn) saw its shares fall
by over 3% in after-hours trade last night, undoing most of the gains seen in
Thursday's regular trading session. The firm missed analysts' expectations at the top
and bottom lines as iPhone sales came up short, declining by over 8% y/y.
Apple's revenue for the fourth quarter was $117.1b versus $121.1b forecasts, while
adjusted EPS came in at $1.88 versus the $1.95 expected.
Google parent Alphabet's shares are set to open 5% lower at $103.40 this afternoon,
having gained over 7% yesterday in the wake of the Fed meeting on Wednesday
night. EPS fell by 32% y/y, at a Q4 result of $1.06 versus the market's expectation for
$1.18. Google's advertising revenue slipped by 4% - this being just the second
quarterly contraction ever seen by the company.
Amazon stock followed in a similar fashion, with outsized gains (+7.4%) yesterday
followed by a sharp sell-off in futures contracts overnight (-5.0%) as investors
digested its results that were released after the closing bell on Thursday. Amazon
saw mixed results, with Q4 net sales beating analysts' $145.8b expectations at
$149.2b. EPS however came in at just $0.03 versus $0.17 estimates, while Q1
guidance was also slightly lower than expected, at $121b - $126b for net sales.
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